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We investigated nucleate boiling heat transfer with precisely controlled wetting patterns and

micro-posts, to gain insights into the impact of surface heterogeneity. To create heterogeneous

wetting patterns, self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) were spatially patterned. Even at a contact

angle <90�, bubble nucleation and bubble frequency were accelerated on SAM patterns, since this

contact angle is larger than that found on plain surfaces. Micro-posts were also fabricated on the

surface, which interrupted the expansion of generated bubbles. This surface structuring induced

smaller bubbles and higher bubble frequency than the plain surface. The resistance provided by

surface structures to bubble expansion broke the interface between the vapor mushroom and the

heating surface, and water could therefore be continuously supplied through these spaces at high

heat flux. To induce synergistic effects with wetting patterns and surface structures on boiling, we

fabricated SAM patterns onto the heads of micro-posts. On this combined surface, bubble

nucleation was induced from the head of the micro-posts, and bubble growth was influenced by

both the SAM pattern and the micro-post structures. In particular, separation of the vapor path on

the SAM patterns and the liquid path between micro-post structures resulted in high heat transfer

performance without critical heat flux deterioration. VC 2015 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4919916]

Improvement of nucleate boiling by modification of the

heating surface has received significant attention for

performance optimization of heat generating systems.1–4 In

particular, modulation of surface wettability and structure

has been investigated extensively. The wettability and sur-

face structure of a heating surface affect bubble initiation,5–7

bubble dynamics,8,9 and nucleation site density.10 Mikic and

Rohsenow11 developed a well-known boiling correlation by

considering the effects of surface wettability and geometric

constraints to derive a boiling heat transfer (BHT) coeffi-

cient. Surface characteristics also affect the critical heat flux

(CHF), representing the limit of nucleate boiling; the CHF is

enhanced by surface characteristics that influence force

balance or liquid supplement.12–14

Recently, use of a heterogeneous wetting surface has

been suggested for simultaneous improvement of BHT

and CHF.7,15–17 Modified heating surfaces with mixed

hydrophobic-hydrophilic wettability have exhibited BHT

enhancements compared with homogeneous wetting surfaces.

BHT enhancement on a heterogeneous wetting surface is

attributed to hydrophobic patterns inducing bubble nucleation

at lower superheat and continuous bubble generation. At

h> 90�, when the bubble departs from the heating surface,

part of the departing bubble remains and forms the next

bubble, resulting in continuous bubble growth on the heating

surface.7 However, continuous bubble generation on a hydro-

phobic pattern may block the supply of liquid and cause cool-

ing along the pattern. Intuitively, therefore, certain

hydrophobic patterns could cause BHT deterioration and CHF

decrement at high heat flux; hence, the pattern should be

designed to mitigate these effects.18 More recently, Betz

et al.19 combined a nanostructured heating surface and pat-

terned wetting to achieve the largest observed BHT on a

mixed wetting surface with non-uniform spatial wettability.

However, though the combination of wetting pattern and sur-

face structures showed the large enhancement, the effects of

wetting pattern and surface structure on boiling were not

investigated separately and synergistic effects were not

considered.

In this paper, we investigated nucleate boiling heat trans-

fer with a precisely controlled microstructure and heterogene-

ous wetting pattern, to gain insights into the impact of surface

heterogeneity on boiling. We suggest a combined surface,

comprising a wetting pattern precisely located at the head of

surface microstructures, to induce synergistic effects. In partic-

ular, a hydrophilic self-assembled monolayer (SAM) pattern

fabricated onto the head of surface microstructures acted to

separate vapor and liquid paths during vigorous bubble genera-

tion, and successive BHT improvements were observed with-

out low CHF or BHT deterioration at high heat flux.

A hydrophilic SAM material (1-Octadecanethiol, hstatic, SiO2
:

57�, hstatic, SAM: 81�) was locally patterned onto the surface.

As discussed above, even if BHT improvement is induced by

a heterogeneous wetting surface, CHF decrement may result
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during interaction with hydrophobic patterns.18 In this study,

however, by designing the pattern such that hSAM< 90�,
vapor blocking by continuous bubble generation was pre-

vented. The SAM pattern diameter was 100 lm and the cen-

ter-to-center pitch distance between patterns was 130 lm.

Micro-post structures on the test sections were fabricated

using photoresist lithography and a dry etching method. As

shown in Fig. 1, the dimensions of the micro-post structures

were measured using scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

and a 3D-profiler. The micro-post diameter, micro-post

height, and pitch distance between micro-posts were 110, 20,

and 130 lm, respectively. The micro-post diameter was

designed to be slightly larger than the SAM pattern diameter,

such that the SAM pattern could be fabricated onto the top of

a micro-post. A thin film metal layer was deposited on the

reverse of the test samples for electrical connections and mea-

surement of the wall temperature of the sample. A detailed

description of the preparation method for the test samples is

given in supplementary material.20 All pool boiling experi-

ments were conducted after degassing for 2 h under atmos-

pheric saturated condition, with distilled water.

Fig. 2 shows BHT enhancement on the heterogeneously

modified surface. The SAM patterned surface maintained a

lower superheat continuously across all heat fluxes,

compared to a plain sample under same heat flux conditions.

The difference in superheat between patterned and plain

surfaces ranged from 3.1 to 4.9 K, corresponding to BHT

enhancements of 7%–24% for the patterned surface. This

confirms that use of hydrophilic wetting patterns can result

in BHT enhancement at high heat flux, without CHF

decrease. The micro-post structured surface showed 23%

BHT enhancement at q00 ¼ 730 kW/m2 with a 114% improve-

ment in CHF compared to the plain surface. The combined

surface, including both wetting patterns and micro-post

structures, showed excellent performance for both parame-

ters: 45%–72% BHT enhancement in the nucleate boiling re-

gime and 119% improvement in CHF compared with the

plain surface. The simultaneous improvement of BHT and

CHF on the combined surface is comparatively higher than

boiling performance gains reported on other micro-

structured surfaces.20 A description of BHT enhancement on

the modified surface requires consideration of nucleation

conditions and nucleated bubble dynamics.

Because of the sub-nanometer roughness of the silicon

wafer used as a substrate in this study, and the geometrical

limit of the fabricated towering micro posts, not all heating

surfaces used could be described by the vapor-trapping

theory,21 since the heating surface was unable to trap vapor

FIG. 1. Test sections (a) contact angles

(plain (SiO2) surface, SAM-coated sur-

face, SAM-patterned surface, micro-

post structured surface, and micro-post

structured surface with SAM patterns),

(b) SEM image of micro-post struc-

tured surface with SAM patterns, (c)

3D-profile image of micro-post struc-

tured surface with SAM patterns, (d) a

rendering of the model of the bubble

nucleation and growth on the micro-

post structured surface with SAM pat-

terns, and (e) single bubble image on

the SAMþMicro-post surface in

boiling.

181602-2 Jo et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 106, 181602 (2015)
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to form a bubble nucleus. Without the presence of trapped

vapors, bubble nucleation for water is predicted at very high

temperatures of around T� 300 �C by classic nucleation

theories;22 however, the required temperature for water

nucleation was found to be �110 �C. Recently, Jo et al.18

postulated a nucleation model that supports this observation

of heterogeneous nucleation at reduced superheat on a

smooth surface free from trapped vapor. The model supposes

that the induced potential gradient within the thermal bound-

ary layer adjacent to the heating surface accelerates the

kinetics of a superheated liquid, based on theoretical calcula-

tion. Consequently, when thermal equilibrium of the

instantly induced bubble nucleus by a high evaporation rate

is achieved, a bubble can be nucleated on an ideally smooth

or nanostructured surface without trapped vapors. This

potential gradient nucleation model predicts a trend of

increasing superheat for bubble nucleation with decreasing

contact angle. A surface with a lower contact angle has a

larger bubble height, requiring higher superheat to satisfy the

thermal equilibrium condition for the top of the nucleated

bubble. This model predicts that the SAM patterned surface

would induce bubble nucleation at a reduced superheat com-

pared to the plain heating surface, due to differences in con-

tact angle on the two surfaces. According to the potential

gradient nucleation model, thermal equilibrium is required

for the critical state, which has a maximum energy barrier

for nucleation. When nucleation superheat increased from 5

to 20 �C, the radius of the critical nucleus decreased from

5.95 to 1.13 lm—smaller than the SAM pattern. This indi-

cates that the size of the wetting pattern was sufficient to

induce bubble nucleation. According to this model, the

superheat required on the SAM pattern is 78% of that needed

using the plain surface when the thickness of thermal bound-

ary layer is 100 lm.

Wettability effects could also affect bubble generation

frequency, by reducing the waiting time between subsequent

bubble generation events (Fig. 3 and supplementary mate-

rial20). The bubble frequency is determined by the growth

time of a nucleated bubble and the waiting time between

previous bubble departure and next bubble generation. In

particular, the waiting time is related with the re-growth of

the thermal boundary layer after bubble departure because

bubble could be re-nucleated when the superheated water

temperature surrounding the bubble nucleus is higher than

the required temperature for bubble nucleation.5,8,23

Importantly, the nucleus domain is depending on the surface

wettability. Therefore, since a bubble nucleated on a surface

with higher contact angle has a lower bubble height, the sur-

face can be rapidly re-nucleated by the growing thermal

boundary layer from the heating surface. On the SAM

patterned surface, the bubble frequency was 60.7 Hz at

q00 ¼ 80 kW/m2—1.7-fold larger than on the plain surface

(36.3 Hz). The frequency of bubble generation on the com-

bined SAM pattern/micro-post surface (87.3 Hz) was also

1.7-fold higher compared with the micro-post only surface

(50.4 Hz). Hence, bubble nucleation is accelerated by the

SAM pattern. This supports BHT enhancement on the SAM

patterned surface from low heat flux to CHF.

When a bubble expands on the heating surface, the triple

line of the bubble base interface should pass through the

heating surface; however, the surface heterogeneity inter-

rupts bubble expansion,24–26 as shown in Figs. 1(d) and 1(e).

At the wetting boundary of the SAM patterns, the heteroge-

neity of heating surface wettability causes pinning and

change in contact angle. However, due to the small contact

FIG. 2. (a) Boiling curves and (b) boiling heat transfer coefficients on differ-

ently modified surfaces.

FIG. 3. Reduced frequency (f*), growth time (t*g), wait time (t*w), and de-

parture diameter (D*d) of nucleated bubble at q00 ¼ 79 kW/m2. The reduction

of these parameters was against values measured on the plain surface.

181602-3 Jo et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 106, 181602 (2015)
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angle difference between SAM patterns and bare surface, the

effect of wettability heterogeneity would not be significant

in this study. Meanwhile, the towering pillar geometry of the

structured surface would interrupt bubble expansion and the

resistance provided by surface structures to bubble dynamics

increases as surface roughness increases. The surface rough-

ness is quantitatively defined as the ratio of the total area to

the projection.14 The surface roughness of the structure sur-

face and the SAMþ structure surface were 1.4. Due to resist-

ance on the micro-post structured surface, the base diameter

distribution of bubbles on the microstructured surface was

smaller than for plain and SAM patterned surfaces, as shown

in Fig. 3. This reduced bubble size induced faster bubble

generation frequencies on the structured surface. In this

study, the departure bubble size (Dd)-frequency (f) relation,

affected by the surface structure, can be described as

Constant ¼ f � D2
d: (1)

As a consequence of the reduced departure diameter, the

generation frequency for the structured surface was 1.4-fold

higher than for the plain surface. The departure bubble size-

frequency difference between the SAMþ structure surface

and the SAM-only patterned surface also followed Eq. (1).

The effect of micro-structures on BHT became more

significant at high heat flux. As the heat flux increases, the

number of activated bubbles increases until it reaches the

maximum limit on the heating surface. On the plain surface,

when the activated bubble covered the whole heating sur-

face, vapor coalesced, and formed a vapor mushroom on the

heating surface. At that point, the interface between the

vapor mushroom and the plain heating surface expanded

without resistance. For the plain surface, with a heat flux

over �360 kW/m2, the nucleated bubble covered most of the

heating surface, and a vapor mushroom was generated by the

coalescence of the nucleated bubble (Fig. 4(a)). At

q00> 360 kW/m2, the whole heating surface was covered by

the vapor mushroom. On the structured surface, however,

there was still space for more bubble activation at the same

heat flux. The micro-posts resist the expansion of the vapor

mushroom and, as a consequence, a broken interface was

observed on the structured surface (Fig. 4(b)). Although the

vapor mushroom covered the whole heating surface, the

induced liquid path between the broken interfaces resulted in

greater liquid supply to the heating surface and maintained

high heat-transfer capacity on the structured surface.

This can be confirmed by the instantaneous change in

heat flux with respect to instantaneous changes in superheat

(d q00/d DT), equivalent to the slope of boiling curve at each

point, and describing the quantity of heat transfer at an

instant of time. As shown in Fig. 4, d q00/d DT on the plain

surface increased until q00 ¼ 360 kW/m2, with a correspond-

ing increase in activated bubble number. q00 then deteriorated

after vapor mushroom generation. For the structured surface,

however, d q00/d DT increased even past q00 ¼ 360 kW/m2 and

maintained the maximum state until after CHF. Interestingly,

even at saturation of activated bubble number density, the

micro-post structured surface transferred heat continuously

at the maximum state. This is attributed to the broken inter-

face on the micro-post structured surface.

On the SAMþ structure surface, a chemical wetting and

mechanical structure pattern hence appears to contribute to

improvement of BHT. Bubbles were nucleated on the SAM

pattern, located on the heads of micro pillars, and the expan-

sion of the nucleated bubble was disturbed by the micro-post

structures. Through these two effects, d q00/d DT reached a

maximum state at comparatively low heat flux. Under high

heat flux, furthermore, the vapor path from the SAM

patterned micro-post head and the liquid path between

FIG. 4. (a) Visualization images of the vapor mushroom on heating surfaces at q00 ¼ 360 kW/m2, (b) at q00 ¼ 540 kW/m2, and (c) the instantaneous change in

heat flux with respect to instantaneous change in superheat. The instantaneous change was evaluated until the CHF point was almost reached.
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micro-post pillars could be separated, providing stable liquid

supply pathways underneath the generated vapor mushroom

(Fig. 4(b)). Consequently, the combined surface maintained

enhanced BHT and CHF.

The results demonstrated that hydrophilic SAM patterns

and micro-post structures spatially fabricated could improve

boiling performance by influencing bubble nucleation and

nucleated bubble dynamics. In particular, the combined sur-

face, with SAM patterns on the head of micro-post struc-

tures, has significant advantages. Bubbles were induced on

the head of the micro-posts due to the SAM pattern even for

wettability patterns with a contact angle <90�, and their

growth was influenced by both the SAM pattern and micro-

post structures. Consequently, by separating the vapor path

on the SAM patterns and the liquid path between micro-post

structures, high BHT was maintained without CHF deteriora-

tion. This approach will improve understanding of the effect

of spatially variable wetting and structure surface character-

istics in two-phase flow systems and could contribute to de-

velopment of advanced boiling heat transfer systems.
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